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Emergence of transient domain wall skyrmions after ultrafast demagnetization
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It is known that ultrafast laser pulses can be used to deterministically switch magnetization and create
skyrmions; however, the deterministic creation of a single Néel skyrmion after ultrafast demagnetization remains
an open question. Here we show domain wall skyrmions also emerge in systems with broken inversion symmetry
after exposure to an ultrafast laser pulse, carrying an integer topological charge. While domain wall skyrmions
do not appear in the relaxed state due to quick thermal decay following an Arrhenius law, they play a key role in
controlling the final skyrmion population through annihilations with skyrmions of opposite topological charge,
with the resultant skyrmion states following a Poisson distribution. Using single-shot linearly polarized laser
pulses, as well as a train of circularly polarized laser pulses, we show that when a high degree of disorder is
created, the possibility of nucleating a single Néel skyrmion is accompanied by the possibility of nucleating a
skyrmion with domain wall skyrmion pair, which results in a self-annihilation collapse.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.102.094402
I. INTRODUCTION
The Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [1,2] en-
ables formation of a wide range of exciting magnetic objects
which are topologically stabilized, and belong to a wider
class of topological magnetic solitons [3]. The most widely
studied topological object is the skyrmion [4], which has been
observed both in materials with bulk DMI [5,6], and ultrathin
films with interfacial DMI [7,8]. The topological charge is
defined in Eq. (1), and for a skyrmion it takes on unit values
[9]. Such objects are intensely studied due to the ability to
manipulate them with electrical currents through interfacial
spin-orbit torques [10–12], bulk spin-transfer torques [13], as
well as interfacial spin-transfer torques [14]. Skyrmions have
also been proposed in antiferromagnetic materials [15], being
a type of two-dimensional antiferromagnetic topological soli-
ton [16], and could potentially be used as information carriers
in antiferromagnetic spintronics [17]. Other related topolog-
ical structures include antiskyrmions [18,19], skyrmioniums
[20], or more generally skyrmion bags [21]. Another type
of object with unit topological charge is the domain wall
(DW) skyrmion, which following initial theoretical studies
[22–24] has been revisited recently [25]. The DW skyrmion
occurs in Néel domain walls as a 360° transverse rotation
of magnetization, and is stabilized by the interfacial DMI.
While such structures have only very recently been observed
experimentally [26], we show here they are ubiquitous in
magnetization recovery processes following ultrafast demag-
netization [27,28], appearing as transient topological objects
which mediate interactions between skyrmions, and are thus
essential for a full understanding of such processes. It is inter-
esting to note the formation of topological defects following
phase transitions seems to be a wider phenomenon, previously
*slepadatu@uclan.ac.uk
discussed in relation to cosmological phase transitions [29],
generation of defects in superfluid 4He [30] and liquid crystals
[31], and thus the study of such processes could have wider
implications beyond topological magnetic solitons.
Qi = 14π
∫
A
mi.
(
∂mi
∂x
× ∂mi
∂y
)
dxdy, (i = A, B). (1)
Studies of ultrafast magnetization dynamics have revealed the
possibility of all-optical switching (AOS) of magnetization,
initially in ferrimagnetic GdFeCo [32], where a helicity de-
pendence (HD-AOS) of magnetization switching for a train of
circularly polarized ultrafast laser pulses has been observed.
Explanations of this helicity dependence have been given in
terms of the effective field created due to the inverse Fara-
day effect [32,33], as well as magnetic circular dichroism
[34]. On the other hand, it has also been shown heating
alone due to the laser pulse can also result in deterministic
switching of magnetization without a helicity dependence
[35,36], where the sample passes through a transient ferro-
magneticlike state. HD-AOS has now been observed in a
wide range of ferromagnetic systems, alloys, and multilay-
ers [37,38], where deterministic switching of magnetization
was observed for a train of circularly polarized laser pulses.
Additionally, ultrafast magnetization switching has also been
demonstrated using electronic heat currents [39,40], and de-
terministic switching using single-shot linearly polarized laser
pulses was demonstrated in a synthetic ferrimagnetic race-
track [41]. The possibility of creating skyrmions in magnetic
thin films was also investigated experimentally. Using ul-
trashort laser pulses with varying fluence, Bloch skyrmions,
stabilized mainly by dipole-dipole interactions, were created
in ferrimagnetic TbFeCo [42,43]. Skyrmions have also been
experimentally created using laser heat pulses in ferromag-
netic FeGe, where Bloch skyrmions are stabilized by the bulk
DMI [44]. In another experiment on CoFeB/Ta multilayers,
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where Néel skyrmions are stabilized by interfacial DMI, il-
lumination with single-shot ultrafast laser pulses resulted in
formation of skyrmion clusters, with skyrmion density depen-
dent on the laser pulse fluence [45]. Importantly, there was
no difference observed in skyrmion formation between laser
pulses with different helicities, and the skyrmion creation
mechanism was attributed to heating.
Here we investigate in detail the dynamical skyrmion
creation process following ultrafast demagnetization in anti-
ferromagnetic (AFM) and ferromagnetic (FM) thin films, and
show transient DW skyrmions are formed after recovery of
magnetization order. While deterministic switching of mag-
netization is possible, we discuss the question if a single Néel
skyrmion can be deterministically created using ultrafast laser
pulses. We show that for both linearly and circularly polarized
laser pulses, the possibility of a skyrmion with DW skyrmion
pair self-annihilation is a barrier to deterministic creation of a
single Néel skyrmion. Using thousands of skyrmion creation
events we further analyze the statistical properties of skyrmion
creation as a function of laser pulse properties, both in AFM
and FM cases, showing the final states obey a Poisson count-
ing distribution.
II. DYNAMICAL SKYRMION CREATION PROCESS
Theoretically, skyrmion creation using ultrafast laser
pulses was investigated for Néel skyrmions using vortex laser
pulses, where skyrmions are created due to the effective
magnetic field [46,47], while creation of skyrmions in anti-
ferromagnetic insulators due to the inverse Faraday effect has
also been studied [48]. On the other hand, creation of Bloch
skyrmions and antiskyrmions has been investigated both in
magnets with predominant dipolar interactions, as well as
chiral magnets [49], where Langevin dynamics were taken
into account during a rectangular heat pulse. Here we inves-
tigate the creation of Néel skyrmions both in AFM and FM
materials, taking into account stochasticity both during and
after a heat pulse. First we concentrate on the AFM case, then
compare the skyrmion creation mechanism to that in the FM
case.
The geometry studied is shown in Fig. 1(a). Here
we use a 1-μm2, 2-nm-thick magnetic thin film on top
of an 8-nm-thick Pt layer on a SiO2 substrate, 40 nm
thick. Further details and material parameters are given in
Appendix B. The heat transport is solved using the two-
temperature model [50–52], with continuity of heat flux and
temperature across the interfaces, and Robin boundary con-
ditions on the exposed surfaces of the magnetic layer and
substrate [53]. The electron temperature is used in a two-
sublattice stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch model, which
includes contributions from dipole-dipole interactions, direct
and interfacial DMI exchange, antiferromagnetic exchange in-
cluding both homogeneous and nonhomogeneous inter-lattice
contributions, uniaxial anisotropy, and applied field. Full de-
tails are given in Appendix A and Ref. [54]. The effect of a
linearly polarized laser pulse is included as a Gaussian heat
source in the electron temperature heat equation as
S = P0 exp
( −|r − r0|
d2/4 ln(2)
)
exp
(−(t − t0)2
t2R/4 ln(2)
)
(W/m3), (2)
FIG. 1. (a) Temperature during a Gaussian profile laser pulse
in an (anti)ferromagnetic (2 nm)/heavy metal (8 nm)/substrate
(40 nm) structure. (b) Typical ultrafast laser pulse and temperature
time dependence in the layers: magnetic layer maximum electron and
lattice temperatures, heavy metal layer average electron temperature,
and substrate average temperature.
where d and tR are full width at half maximum (FWHM)
values. Initially we fix d to 800 nm and tR to 100 fs—-later we
also consider narrower and longer pulses, and also circularly
polarized laser pulses by inclusion of the associated magneto-
optical field. Curves for the electron and lattice temperatures
in the different layers are shown in Fig. 1(b). Due to the small
heat capacity of the electron bath, the maximum electron tem-
perature rises very rapidly during the heat pulse, exceeding
the Néel temperature for up to a few picoseconds, before
converging towards the slower-changing lattice temperature,
and eventually back towards room temperature on a longer
timescale lasting beyond 1 ns.
A typical skyrmion creation process is shown in Fig. 2
for a single high-power linearly polarized laser pulse (7 ×
1021 W/m3), plotting the z component of magnetization on
sublattice A; typically we distinguish several stages in the
skyrmion creation process. The timing of these stages dis-
cussed below depends on the laser power, and even for the
same power there is some variation and uncertainty in describ-
ing exactly where a stage starts and ends, although we can
more precisely define them by analyzing the time dependence
of the topological charge. The first stage is demagnetization
during the applied laser pulse, where the temperature rises
rapidly and phase transition to the paramagnetic state occurs
for T > TNe´el; at the end of the laser pulse APM is reached,
which is the maximum area around the central spot with T >
TNe´el. From this point on the temperature starts to decrease
and, as it drops below TNe´el, areas with reversed magnetization
direction emerge, first at the outer boundary of APM, then
094402-2
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FIG. 2. Exemplification of the different stages observed after
a linearly polarized (L) high-power (7 × 1021 W/m3) laser pulse,
showing the z-magnetization component on sublattice A. (a) De-
magnetization, showing the paramagnetic area (APM). (b) Nucleation
of reversed domains as the temperature drops below TNe´el. (c) Coa-
lescence of nucleated domains. (d) Skyrmion creation due to DMI,
showing examples of S±, dwS±, and B+. (e) Thermal annihila-
tions of skyrmions. (f) Topological interactions (annihilation and
repulsion) become important over a longer timescale. (g) Pair anni-
hilations, showing dwS + /S− annihilations. (h) Relaxation towards
the final state starts after a stable topological charge is reached.
(i) Relaxed state with minimal skyrmion distortions and larger
spacings due to repulsive topological interactions reached on a
timescale of ns.
moving inwards towards the center as the area with T > TNe´el
contracts. The nucleation and growth model, where reversed
domains are nucleated through thermal activation over an
energy barrier following an Arrhenius law [55,56], cannot
be used to explain the nucleation stage observed here. Such
processes occur on longer timescales of 10–100 ps and longer,
while the ultrafast nucleation stage occurs on a timescale of
∼1 ps. The nucleation stage is due to the much faster longi-
tudinal relaxation process [57,58], and requires quenching of
net magnetization. As the temperature cools below the phase
transition temperature, the nucleons of reversed magnetization
formed in the quenched state give rise to domains with re-
versed magnetization. The next stage consists of coalescence
of nucleated domains where, due to the high density of nucle-
ation centers, the nucleated domains very rapidly coalesce into
larger domains. Such localization and coalescence processes
have also been identified recently in ferrimagnetic alloys [59].
Since the temperature is not uniform, as for the nucleation
stage, coalescence first starts at the outer boundaries of APM,
proceeding towards the center as seen in Fig. 2(c). As larger
domains emerge, topologically protected structures become
FIG. 3. |Q| plotted as a function of time for both (a) AFM
sublattice A, and (b) FM at high (7 × 1021 W/m3) and low (3 ×
1021 W/m3) laser powers with linear polarization. During the nu-
cleation process the |Q| value changes randomly due to thermal
fluctuations and highly disordered magnetization, and is not a well-
defined measure. The nucleated domains coalesce, typically resulting
in a sharp drop in |Q| towards the real topological charge at this stage:
zero. Under the action of DMI, topological objects start to emerge as
Néel domain walls are formed, resulting in a sharp increase in |Q|
which signals the start of the skyrmion creation stage. Many of the
topological objects are gradually destroyed due to thermal activation,
resulting in fluctuations in |Q|. On a longer timescale topological
interactions become important, including pair annihilations and re-
pulsive forces. Finally, a stable topological charge is reached, with
relaxation continuing as a result of energy minimization, and in
particular repulsive topological interactions. The same stages can be
observed at low powers, but the timescales are shorter.
gradually distinguishable, formed from the disordered do-
main wall magnetization under the effect of DMI. This is
reflected by a rapid increase in the topological charge as seen
in Fig. 3(a) for the skyrmion creation stage.
Here |Q| is plotted as a function of time, computed using
Eq. (1), showing features for typical skyrmion creation pro-
cesses at high (7 × 1021 W/m3) and low (3 × 1021 W/m3)
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TABLE I. List of observed skyrmions. The skyrmions are characterized on sublattice A for the AFM case, showing the topological charge
Q(A), and indicating the topological objects found in the relaxed state for AFM and FM cases.
Symbol Name Q(A) Relaxed state
S− Skyrmion −1 AFM, FM
S+ Skyrmion +1 AFM
dwS− Domain wall skyrmion −1 None
dwS+ Domain wall skyrmion +1 None
B−(|Q|) Skyrmion bag (skyrmionium)  0 (0) AFM (probability < 10−3)
B+(|Q|) Skyrmion bag (skyrmionium)  0 (0) AFM
laser powers. During the nucleation stage the Q value is ill
defined due to the high degree of magnetization disorder. As
the coalescence stage starts, the noise in the computed Q value
very rapidly settles, and a sharp drop towards zero is observed
in the vast majority of cases, both for AFM and FM, and both
at high and low powers. After this drop, typically a sharp rise
towards a well-defined value of |Q| signifies the start of the
skyrmion creation stage as noted above. At the end of the
skyrmion creation process the reversed domains are separated
by Néel domain walls, although very significant distortions
are still present in the skyrmions at this stage as seen in
Fig. 2(d). During the skyrmion creation stage, for both AFM
and FM cases, the most common type of skyrmion formed is
the S− skyrmion—-for a full list see Table I. S+ skyrmions
are also formed, although these are much rarer since they re-
quire nucleation of a domain within another reversed domain.
When they are created however, they form skyrmion bags,
B+. It is also possible for a B− skyrmion bag to be formed;
however, this is extremely rare since they require an S+ within
an S−, within an S+ skyrmion—-in 3000 events this was
observed only twice, and in both cases a B−(0) skyrmionium
was formed.
Another type of topological object formed, which is ubiq-
uitous in both AFM and FM cases, is the DW skyrmion
[22–25] with topological charge of ±1, i.e., dwS±; examples
are indicated in Fig. 2(d). The domain wall skyrmion is a 360◦
rotation of the in-plane magnetization components transverse
to an out-of-plane Néel domain wall, stabilized by the DMI
and topologically protected. Fig. 4 shows examples of dwS+
relaxed at 0 K, attached to an antiferromagnetic skyrmionium
in Fig. 4(a), and to a simple ferromagnetic Néel domain wall
in Fig. 4(b). While a large population of dwS± are created
during the skyrmion creation stage, these objects never sur-
vive in the relaxed state owing to a combination of rapid
thermally activated collapse, as well as pair annihilations with
S±, which could explain why such topological structures
have not yet been observed in experiments. Skyrmions and
DW skyrmions with opposite topological charge experience
an attractive topological interaction, mainly owing to spatial
gradients in the DMI energy, while dipole-dipole interactions
also play a role in the FM case at larger separations [60].
When sufficiently close, this results in a pair annihilation with
no net change in the topological charge. Examples of such
annihilations, in particular dwS + /S− annihilations, have
been identified in Figs. 2(f) and 2(g)—-as result of a pair
annihilation, the isolated S− skyrmion is effectively absorbed
by the S− skyrmion with the dwS+ attached, which results
in the unwinding of the dwS+ structure. On the other hand,
skyrmions and DW skyrmions with the same topological
charge experience a repulsive topological interaction, similar
to that observed between skyrmions. Thus in Fig. 4(a) the
B+(0)–dwS+ pair is stable owing to the topological repulsion
between the dwS+ and the S+ skyrmion inside the skyrmio-
nium. If on the other hand a single dwS+ is attached to an S−
skyrmion, the pair is not stable even at 0 K—-owing to the
topological attraction such a pair rapidly contracts, resulting
in self-annihilation where both the S− and dwS+ are ab-
sorbed into the background state. However, if multiple dwS+
objects are attached to a single S−, the structure becomes
stable at 0 K due to the repulsive interaction between the
dwS+ objects, which prevents collapse of the S− skyrmion.
After creation, many topological objects are thermally an-
nihilated as exemplified in Fig. 2(e), including skyrmions far
FIG. 4. (a) Stable antiferromagnetic skyrmionium-DW skyrmion
pair [B+(0)-dwS+] with total topological charge of +1 on sublat-
tice A, showing the individual magnetization vector components.
(b) Ferromagnetic DW skyrmion showing the z component, with
overlaid sketch of the in-plane components of magnetization. The
panel below shows the corresponding topological charge density, ρ.
All magnetization configurations are relaxed at T = 0 K.
094402-4
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FIG. 5. Thermal decay of an AFM skyrmionium-DW skyrmion
complex with total topological charge of +6 is shown, for (a) single
decay at 325 K, and (b) averaged decay for a range of temperatures.
The decay is described by an exponential process with a decay rate
constant following an Arrhenius law with energy barrier E = 2 ×
10−20 J and attempt frequency 0 = 4 × 1011 s−1.
away from equilibrium, while dwS± objects are inherently
susceptible to rapid thermally activated collapse as we discuss
below. This results in fluctuations in the computed value of
|Q| as shown in Fig. 3, both for AFM and FM: due to a pre-
ponderance of S−, collapse of dwS+ and S+ increases the |Q|
value, while collapse of dwS− and S− decreases it. Finally, as
all the pair and thermal annihilations of unstable objects have
completed, the final Q value is reached; from this point the
skyrmions continue to relax—-Fig. 2(h)—-expanding beyond
APM under the action of repulsive topological interactions,
eventually reaching a relaxed state on a timescale of nanosec-
onds. It has been shown that skyrmions decay through thermal
activation as described by an Arrhenius law, both for Néel
FM skyrmions [61,62], Bloch FM skyrmions [63], and AFM
skyrmions [64], with experimental verification available in a
chiral magnet [65]. Here we show DW skyrmions also de-
cay through thermal activation following an Arrhenius law.
Figure 5 shows the thermal decay of AFM dwS+, where a
skyrmionium with six attached dwS+ is isolated, and a typical
thermal decay is shown in Fig. 5(a) at 325 K.
While the DW skyrmions are also topologically protected,
they can collapse through thermal activation at a faster rate
compared to FM or AFM skyrmions, both of which have
lifetimes on timescales of ns or longer at room temperature,
depending on material parameters. The thermally activated
collapse of skyrmions arises through a gradual contraction in
the diameter, until flipping of the core magnetization results
in loss of the topological structure [61]; another possibility is
by nucleation of a singularity resembling a hedgehog Bloch
point [62]. On the other hand, the thermal collapse of a DW
skyrmion is much simpler since the topological charge density
is highly localized, as seen in Fig. 4(b). Thus we only require
the central in-plane components to flip, which is driven by
thermal activation over an energy barrier. To see this, we
compute the average topological charge over 30 decays of the
skyrmionium-DW skyrmion complex for each temperature,
with results shown in Fig. 5(b). The thermal decay is expo-
nential with a single decay rate dependent on temperature,
confirming the thermal collapse of the 6 dwS+ is independent
of the number of dwS+ attached to the skyrmionium. The
decay rate follows an Arrhenius law as a function of temper-
ature,  = 0 exp(−E/kBT ), where we obtain the attempt
frequency 0 = 4 × 1011 s−1 and the energy barrier E =
2 × 10−20 J. This energy barrier is comparable to that obtained
for FM skyrmions [61]; however, the attempt frequency is
much higher, resulting in rapid thermal decay on timescales
of ps at room temperature. This is in agreement with results
obtained in Ref. [64] for AFM materials, where it was shown
that large attempt frequencies result in stability timescales
of milliseconds for temperatures in the range 50–65 K for
reasonable material parameters, which is comparable to the
stability of AFM DW skyrmions obtained here in the same
temperature range. It should be noted dwS− are significantly
rarer than dwS+, because in a dwS−-S− pair the added
repulsive topological interaction, which favors flipping of the
dwS center, causes the dwS− object to collapse much quicker
than a dwS+.
III. SINGLE NÉEL SKYRMION CREATION
Whilst a large population of skyrmions is typically created
at high powers, it is possible to create a single skyrmion at low
powers, as shown in Fig. 3. It is important to note however
that this is not a deterministic process in the cases studied
here, both for AFM and FM: Once a skyrmion is created there
is a distinct probability of thermally activated collapse after
creation when the skyrmion is still far away from equilib-
rium, which occurs on timescales of up to 100 ps. This is in
contrast to a previous work on Bloch skyrmions [49], which
investigated conditions under which a single skyrmion can be
created with 100% efficiency as a result of an ultrafast heat
pulse. There the temperature was set to zero after the heat
pulse, thus removing the thermal activation process which
can lead to skyrmion collapse for the cases studied here. As
shown in Fig. 1 the temperature decays on a much longer
timescale compared to the ultrafast heat pulse, with the tem-
perature changing slowly after the initial temperature spike.
The stochasticity of magnetization dynamics must be taken
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FIG. 6. Skyrmion self-annihilation with a domain wall skyrmion.
A train of 20 circularly polarized laser pulses, heating the material
close to, but below the Curie temperature, are applied with a negative
helicity (σ−). (a)–(d) Magnetization state, showing the z component,
after the indicated number of pulses. After the last pulse an S−-
dwS+ pair is visible, with a close-up magnetization configuration
shown in (h). (e)–(g) Collapse and self-annihilation of S−-dwS+
pair due to topological attraction.
into account during this stage, which can result in a range of
possible outcomes for the final relaxed state. Experimental
results on Néel skyrmion formation after an ultrafast heat
pulse have also shown random skyrmion nucleation at low
laser fluences [45]; however, the formation of Bloch skyrmion
bubbles with 100% efficiency was reported in experiments
on a dipolar magnet [42]. Another possibility, intrinsic to the
Néel skyrmions studied here, is for a S−-dwS+ pair to be
nucleated which results in collapse of the skyrmion and finally
self-annihilation even in the absence of stochasticity.
The remaining question is whether a single Néel skyrmion
can be created deterministically using a train of laser pulses,
instead of a single-shot pulse, and additionally using circu-
larly polarized light where HD-AOS arises. It has been shown
experimentally that no helicity dependence exists in a FM
material with interfacial DMI [45] for single-shot ultrafast
laser pulses. If the main mechanism giving rise to a helicity
dependence is the inverse Faraday effect, where a perpendic-
ular magneto-optical field is present during the laser pulse,
this observation is not surprising since precessional magneti-
zation processes require significantly longer time to respond
to the magnetic field than available in a single sub-ps laser
pulse. Instead, the accumulated effect of a train of laser pulses
is required to deterministically switch magnetization with a
helicity dependence in FM materials [66–68]. Thus, while
a large area can be switched deterministically using a train
of laser pulses [37], it remains an open question whether a
single Néel skyrmion can be deterministically created under
appropriate conditions. It has already been shown the HD-
AOS reversed domain size needs to be larger than the laser
spot size [69]. Here we show that even with a train of circu-
larly polarized laser pulses which heat the material close to
the phase transition temperature, the possibility of nucleating
a S−-dwS+ pair or complex cannot be disentangled from
the possibility of creating just one S−. Due to the circular
polarization of the laser pulse a strong perpendicular magneto-
optical field is present, given by HMO = σ±H0MO fMO(r, t )zˆ
[33], where fMO has the spatial and temporal dependence
given in Eq. (2), and σ± = ±1. The results in Fig. 6 are
shown for the FM case, where we apply a sequence of 20
circularly polarized laser pulses at 6-ps intervals with negative
helicity (σ−) and strength of 10 MA/m. An out-of-plane bias
field of 100 kA/m is used, and we have checked the positive
helicity does not result in switching of magnetization. Here
tR = 500 fs, and d = 100 nm, which is slightly larger than
the ideal skyrmion diameter of 80 nm. Throughout the pulse
sequence in Fig. 6 the temperature does not exceed the Curie
temperature. The cumulative effect of laser pulses is to grad-
ually reduce the magnetization in the central spot due to the
higher temperature, and eventually a small reversed domain
is nucleated under the strong magneto-optical field, Fig. 6(b).
As further pulses are applied this reversed domain grows until
a maximum size is reached, Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). While this
results in a single S− skyrmion in some cases, due to the
large degree of disorder at the skyrmion boundary there is a
distinct probability of nucleating one or more dwS, as is the
case in Fig. 6(d)—-a close-up of the magnetization structure is
shown in Fig. 6(h), clearly identifying an S−-dwS+ pair. As a
result of the topological attraction between the S− and dwS+,
the skyrmion quickly collapses—-Figs. 6(e) and 6(f)—-and
is annihilated, Fig. 6(g). Finally, there is the possibility that
creating a large enough skyrmion avoids a self-annihilation
collapse if the DW skyrmion lifetime is significantly shorter
than the skyrmion collapse time. We have also investigated
this; however, typically for a large skyrmion the border tends
to have significant distortions after ultrafast laser pulses, with
many dwS± present, which rather than cause a complete
collapse typically result in the skyrmion splitting into mul-
tiple skyrmions; material defects and multilayers will further
complicate this process, however this is beyond the scope of
this work.
IV. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES
We have already remarked on the differences between
skyrmion creation at high and low laser powers. Here we
systematically study the statistical properties of skyrmion cre-
ation as a function of heat pulse properties, first for the AFM
case, and in the next section we investigate the differences for
the FM case. For this, a laser pulse with linear polarization is
applied, and when a stable topological charge is reached the
number of skyrmions created is computed. For each heat pulse
setting this process is repeated up to 50 times.
The results are shown in Fig. 7. Here we use two values of
pulse width and duration, namely d = 400 nm, 800 nm, and
tR = 100 fs, 500 fs, and vary the pulse power. The variation
of APM with maximum temperature reached for the different
pulse settings is shown in the inset to Fig. 7(b), and Fig. 7(a)
shows the mean number of skyrmions created as a function
of APM. While there is a significant statistical uncertainty in
obtaining the mean skyrmion creation rates due to the lim-
ited number of events included, the rates for S−, S+, and
B+ follow the same trend lines, respectively, when plotted
as a function of APM, even though the pulse characteristics
are otherwise very different. This can be understood from
the dynamical skyrmion creation process, in particular the
nucleation stage—-see Fig. 3(b). Since the average number
of nucleated domains is dependent on APM, then so is the
final number of stable skyrmions. The maximum temperature
094402-6
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FIG. 7. (a) Mean number of skyrmions created is shown as a
function of APM for FWHM pulse values of d = 400 nm, 800 nm, and
tR = 100 fs, 500 fs. The different types of stable topological objects
formed are shown, namely S−, S+, and B+. The dashed lines are
obtained from the model in Eq. (3). (b) Skyrmion creation probability
distributions are shown for three selected pulse strengths, with fitted
Poisson distributions—-the values in (a) are the fitted mean rates
together with fitting uncertainties, obtained from 50 repetitions for
each pulse setting. The inset shows APM as a function of maximum
temperature reached for the different pulses used.
reached does not have a noticeable effect on the skyrmion
creation rates for the same APM, serving only to reach a
quenched magnetization state. Another important observation
is the number of skyrmions created follows a Poisson dis-
tribution, i.e., P(n) = λne−λ/n!, where n is the number of
skyrmions created and λ is the mean skyrmion creation rate.
Examples are shown in Fig. 7(b) for three different pulse
powers—-the mean skyrmion creation rate is obtained from
a Poisson distribution fit.
NAFMS± =
APM
AAFMS±
[
1 + r±
(
NAFMS± − 1
)]±1
. (3)
Next, we develop a simple phenomenological model to de-
scribe the variation in mean number of S−, S+, and B+
objects created as a function of APM. As APM increases, the
number of more complex topological objects created, B+,
increases, which mirrors the experimental observations for
Bloch skyrmions [42]. The increase in mean number of S−
skyrmions is not linear, however, but slows down as APM
increases, i.e., the density of S− decreases with APM. As the
number of S− skyrmions increases, due to the probability
of nucleating S+ skyrmions inside them, the number of S+
also increases. The resultant B+ objects tend to occupy a
significantly larger area, which reduces the available area
for S− skyrmions, and thus decreasing their density. On the
other hand, the density of S+ skyrmions increases slightly
with APM due to the topological pressure experienced inside
a skyrmion bag. The B+ objects are constrained by topolog-
ical repulsion from surrounding S− skyrmions. In turn this
results in increased density of the contained S+ skyrmions,
as they experience a topological repulsion from neighboring
S+, as well as from the Néel border of the containing B+;
for example see Fig. 2(d). The model is shown in Eq. (3).
Here AAFMS± are the paramagnetic areas required to create
one S± skyrmion, respectively, on average, while r+ ∼= 0.3
and r− ∼= 0.4 are fitting factors representing the increase, re-
spectively, decrease, in S± skyrmion density with increasing
APM. The increase in B+ with APM is assumed to be ap-
proximately linear. We have also repeated these calculations
for varying DMI strength, with results shown in Ref. [70],
where the same r fitting factors are used. A reasonable agree-
ment is obtained between the numerical results with statistical
information extracted from 50 events for each set of simu-
lation parameters, and the simple phenomenological model
in Eq. (3).
In the case of FM, in addition to DMI, skyrmions also
interact through the dipole-dipole interaction, which is an
additional source of topological repulsion between skyrmions
of same topological charge. Notwithstanding, there are strong
similarities to the AFM case, some of which have been dis-
cussed in relation to Fig. 3. In terms of dynamical processes,
the same stages seen in Fig. 2 are also observed for the FM
case. The most important difference however, in the relaxed
state only S− skyrmions are observed. Typical resultant re-
laxed stages are shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c): for the FM
case the skyrmions relax into a hexagonal lattice as observed
experimentally [45], while for the AFM case the final state is
composed of a combination of S−, S+, and B+ objects. As
for AFM, dwS objects exhibit a quick thermal decay, and also
participate in skyrmion-DW skyrmion pair annihilations. S+
skyrmions on the other hand are not stable, since the direc-
tion of the applied magnetic field favors stabilization of S−
skyrmions only, and collapse on a timescale shorter than 1 ns.
For a broader discussion of dynamical properties of topologi-
cal magnetic solitons in AFM materials the reader is referred
to Ref. [16]. Thus while static properties of topological soli-
tons are similar in FM and AFM cases, dynamical properties
of solitons in AFM materials are strongly influenced by
the exchange enhancement due to the Weiss exchange field.
This results in much higher resonance frequencies up to the
terahertz range, also influencing soliton velocities [16] and dy-
namical interactions between the two-dimensional magnetic
topological solitons observed here; however, a detailed com-
parison between FM and AFM solitons is beyond the scope of
this work.
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FIG. 8. (a) Mean number of S− skyrmions as a function of
APM, for out-of-plane field strength varying from 40 kA/m up to
150 kA/m. The dashed lines are obtained from the model in Eq. (4).
For comparison the S− antiferromagnetic skyrmion mean rates for
D = 1 mJ/m2 are also shown. The inset shows the area required
to obtain one skyrmion on average as a function of applied field.
(b) Typical created FM skyrmion cluster, and (c) typical created
AFM skyrmion collection at high power (7 × 1021 W/m3).
In terms of statistical properties, the Poisson counting dis-
tribution is also obeyed by the resultant FM skyrmion states.
The mean number of S− skyrmions is plotted in Fig. 8(a) as a
function of APM, and compared to the AFM case. In contrast to
the AFM case, a threshold paramagnetic area A0 ∼= 0.05 μm2
is required for any skyrmions to be formed. This is due to the
paramagnetic susceptibility resulting in a net magnetic mo-
ment when a field is applied, and therefore a larger maximum
temperature is required to reach the quenched magnetic state
necessary for nucleation of reversed domains. We can recover
the same physical picture by redefining the temperature value
from which APM is calculated, or alternatively we can shift
the zero point to A0. As we have verified, the value of A0
saturates quickly with fields greater than 1 kA/m; however,
the calculation of A0 dependence on field and maximum tem-
perature is beyond the scope of this study and is left for future
work. As APM increases, the mean number of S− skyrmions
is found to increase slightly faster than linear, which is a
result of increasing skyrmion density with larger APM. This is
also in agreement with experimental observations [45], where
long-distance dipole-dipole interactions result in compression
of skyrmions at the center of APM. Similar to the AFM case,
the applicable phenomenological model is shown in Eq. (4),
plotted in Fig. 8.
NFMS− =
(APM − A0)(
AFMS− − A0
) [1 + r(NFMS− − 1)]. (4)
Here a much smaller r factor of 0.02 is obtained, since the
increase in density due to dipole-dipole interactions occurs
over much larger distances compared to the DMI origin in
the AFM case. The area required for single skyrmion creation,
AFMS− , is dependent on the applied field strength as shown in the
inset to Fig. 8(a). As the applied field increases, the skyrmion
diameter decreases, which results in a decreased AFMS− up to
100 kA/m. However, at the same time the smaller skyrmions
are more susceptible to thermally activated collapse, and thus
further increase in the applied magnetic field requires increas-
ingly larger AFMS− to maintain the same mean skyrmion creation
rate.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Here we have studied the skyrmion creation process due
to ultrafast laser pulses in thin antiferromagnetic and fer-
romagnetic thin films with strong interfacial DM exchange
interaction. Using linearly polarized laser pulses which heat
the materials above the phase transition temperature, we have
shown the creation of skyrmions is probabilistic, following
a Poisson counting distribution with mean rate dependent
on the area heated above the phase transition temperature.
This is required in order to reach a quenched magnetization
state where nucleation of reversed domains can occur, which
further coalesce and give rise to topological objects as the
temperature decreases below the phase transition temperature.
In both cases a large population of topological objects is
created, including not only skyrmions, but also skyrmioni-
ums, and more generally skyrmion bags, and domain wall
skyrmions. While no domain wall skyrmions were found
to survive beyond 1 ns after the initial laser pulses, owing
to a rapid thermally activated decay, they were shown to
be particularly important in controlling interactions between
skyrmions, through pair annihilations between domain wall
skyrmions and skyrmions with opposite topological charge.
Moreover, even when a train of circularly polarized pulses is
used, the probability of creating a domain wall skyrmion with
a skyrmion pair cannot be disentangled from the probability
of creating a single skyrmion, which prevents deterministic
creation of a single skyrmion.
APPENDIX A: TWO-SUBLATTICE STOCHASTIC
LANDAU-LIFSHITZ-BLOCH MODEL
We use a two-sublattice stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-
Bloch (sLLB) equation, based on the LLB equation from
Refs. [71,72], extending the one-lattice LLB model [73–76],
applicable for antiferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, as well as
binary ferromagnetic alloys. Similar models were also used in
previous works [77–79]. We include both homogeneous and
nonhomogeneous [80] interlattice exchange contributions,
and recast the model in terms of accessible micromagnetic
parameters, above and below the phase transition temperature.
The explicit two-sublattice sLLB equation is given in Eq. (A1)
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in terms of the macroscopic magnetization, where we denote the 2 sublattices as i = A, B.
∂Mi
∂t
= −γ˜iMi × Heff, i − γ˜i α˜⊥, iMi Mi × (Mi × (Heff, i + Hth, i )) + γi
α˜||, i
Mi
(Mi. H||, i )Mi + ηth, i (i = A, B). (A1)
The reduced gyromagnetic ratio is given by γ˜i = γi/(1 + α˜2⊥, i ), and the reduced transverse and longitudinal damping parameters
by α˜⊥(||), i = α⊥(||), i/mi, where mi(T ) = Mi(T )/M0S, i, with M0S, i denoting the zero-temperature saturation magnetization, and
Mi ≡ |Mi|. The damping parameters are continuous at TN —-the phase transition temperature—-and given by
α⊥, i = αi
(
1 − T
3(τi + τi jme, j/me, i ) ˜TN
)
, T < TN
α||, i = αi
(
2T
3(τi + τi jme, j/me, i ) ˜TN
)
, T < TN (A2)
α⊥, i = α||, i = 2T3TN , T  TN .
We denote ˜TN the renormalized transition temperature, given by
˜TN = 2TN
τA + τB +
√
(τA − τB)2 + 4τABτBA
. (A3)
The micromagnetic parameters τi and τi j ∈ [0, 1], are coupling parameters between exchange constants and the phase transition
temperature, such that τA + τB = 1 and |J| = 3τkBTN . Here J is the exchange constant for intralattice (i = A, B) and interlattice
(i, j = A, B, i = j) coupling, respectively. For a simple antiferromagnet we have τA = τB = τAB = τBA = 0.5. The normalized
equilibrium magnetization functions me,i are obtained from the Curie-Weiss law as
me, i = B[(me, iτi + me, jτi j )3 ˜TN/T + μiμ0Hext/kBT ], (A4)
where B(x) = coth(x) − 1/x, and μi is the atomic magnetic moment. The magnetization length is not constant, and can differ
from the equilibrium magnetization length, giving rise to a longitudinal relaxation field which includes both intralattice and
interlattice contributions:
H||, i =
{
1
2μ0χ˜||, i
(
1 − m
2
i
m2e, i
)
+ 3τi jkBTN
2μ0μi
[
χ˜||, j
χ˜||, i
(
1 − m
2
i
m2e, i
)
− me, j
me, i
(mˆi.mˆ j )
(
1 − m
2
j
m2e, j
)]}
mi, T < TN
H||, i = −
{
1
μ0χ˜||, i
+ 3τi jkBTN
μ0μi
[
χ˜||, j
χ˜||, i
− me, j
me, i
(mˆi.mˆ j )
]}
mi, T > TN . (A5)
Here mˆi = mi/mi, and the relative longitudinal susceptibility is χ˜||, i = χ||, i/μ0M0S, i, where
kBT χ˜||, i =
μiB′i(1 − 3τ j ˜TN B′j/T ) + μ j3τi j ˜TN B′iB′j/T
(1 − 3τi ˜TN B′i/T )(1 − 3τ j ˜TN B′j/T ) − τi jτ jiB′iB′j (3 ˜TN/T )2
, (A6)
and B′i ≡ B′me, i [(me, iτi + me, jτi j )3 ˜TN/T ].
The effective field in Eq. (A1) is a sum of all the interaction fields, and given by Heff,i = Hext,i + Hdemag,i + Hani,i + Hex,i.
In particular Hdemag,i is the demagnetizing field calculated for the net magnetization (MA + MB)/2, and applied equally to both
sublattices. The uniaxial anisotropy field is given by
Hani, i = 2K1, i
μ0M2e, i
(Mi.eA)eA. (A7)
Here eA is the symmetry axis, Me, i = me, iM0S, i, and K1,i follows the temperature dependence K1, i = K01, im3e, i. The exchange
field includes both the isotropic direct exchange term, as well as the interfacial DMI exchange term. The direct exchange term
includes the usual intralattice contribution, as well as homogeneous and nonhomogeneous interlattice contributions, and is given
by
Hex, i = 2Ai
μ0M2e, i
∇2Mi + 4Ah, i
μ0Me, iMe, j
M j + Anh, i
μ0Me, iMe, j
∇2M j . (A8)
The intralattice exchange stiffness Ai has the temperature dependence Ai = A0i m2e, i, while the interlattice exchange stiffnesses
have the temperature dependences Ah(nh), i = A0h(nh), ime, ime, j . The interfacial DMI exchange field is given by, applicable for
systems with Cnv symmetry,
HiDMI, i = − 2Di
μ0M2e, i
(
∂Mz
∂x
,
∂Mz
∂y
,−∂Mx
∂x
− ∂My
∂y
)
, (A9)
with the DMI exchange parameter having the temperature dependence Di = D0i m2e, i.
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Finally, the terms Hth,i and ηth,i are stochastic quantities with zero spatial, vector components, and interlattice correlations,
and whose components follow Gaussian distributions with zero mean and standard deviations given, respectively, by
H std.th, i =
1
α⊥, i
√
2kBT (α⊥, i − α||, i )
γiμ0M0S, iV t
ηstd.th, i =
√
2kBT α||, iγiM0S, i
μ0V t
. (A10)
Here V is the stochastic computational cell-size volume, and t is the integration time step. Similar to the approach in
Ref. [76], it can be shown the magnetization length distribution follows a Boltzmann probability distribution. For the two-
sublattice case, in general this distribution is a function of the magnetization of both sublattices, mA and mB, and is shown below
for the isotropic case:
Pi(mA, mB) ∝ m2i exp
{
− M
0
SV
4μime,ikBT
[(
m2i − m2e,i
)2
me,i
(μi + 3τi jkBTN χ˜||, j )
2χ˜||,i
+
(
m2j − m2e, j
)
me, j
3τi jkBTN m2i
]}
. (A11)
Verification of Eq. (A11) is given in Ref. [54].
The temperature is solved using a two-temperature model, where the electron and lattice temperature are coupled using rate
equations as shown in Eq. (A12). The magnetization is coupled to the electron bath via the Landau-Lifshitz damping, thus in the
LLB equation we have T = Te.
Ceρ
∂Te(r, t )
∂t
= ∇.K∇Te − Ge(Te − Tl ) + S
Clρ
∂Tl
∂t
= Ge(Te − Tl ). (A12)
In Eq. (A12) Ce and Cl are, respectively, the electron and lattice specific heat capacities, ρ is the mass density, K is the thermal
conductivity, and Ge is the electron-lattice coupling constant, typically on the order 1018 W/m3K.
APPENDIX B: SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Simulations were performed using GPU-accelerated computations, using the finite-difference formulation of the two-
sublattice sLLB model coupled to the two-temperature model. The code used for this work is open source and available at
[81,82]. The cell size was set to 1 × 1 × 2 nm3 and thin films were simulated by employing periodic boundary conditions for
the demagnetizing field and differential operators. The magnetization dynamics were solved using the Heun method with a time
step of 0.5 to 1 fs during the ultrafast demagnetization stage and 1 to 5 fs during the longer magnetization recovery stage. For
the AFM thin film, material parameters were used as: α = 0.1, M0S = 400 kA/m, A = 5 pJ/m, K1 = 100 kJ/m3 with easy axis
perpendicular to the film, Ah/a3 = −10 MJ/m3 with a the lattice constant, Anh = −10 pJ/m, D = 1 mJ/m2, and TN = 500 K.
For the FM thin film we used: α = 0.1, M0S = 600 kA/m, A = 10 pJ/m, K1 = 380 kJ/m3 with easy axis perpendicular to the film,
D = −1.5 mJ/m2, and TC = 500 K. For the two-temperature model we used Ce = 40 J/kgK, Cl = 130 J/kgK, K = 147 W/mK,
ρ = 22 650 kg/m3.
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